Local Phenology Leaders Discussion
Agenda and Discussion Guide
Friday, May 19, 2015
1 hour discussion –via GoToMeeting
Meeting began – 10:00 am Pacific/AZ

Present on the call: LoriAnne Barnett (NCO); Suzanne Mrozak (Arnold Arboretum); Patric Harper (Gulf Coast Phenology
Trail), Libia Gonzalez (Freeport-McMoran, Reclamation); Jennifer Jones (FWS Schoolyard Habitat Program, Yreka, CA)

Introductions & Celebration of Success!
-

-

Jennifer Jones Yreka FWS, wildlife biologist, schoolyard habitat coordinator. Not much phenology but did the LPL
training last fall. Wants to work with schools to add NN to the schoolyard habitat with the native plants they
planted already
Suzanne Mzroak, “Volunteer” Volunteer coordinator for Tree Spotters at Arnold Arboretum - 11 different tree
species. 3rd year of the project. 55 trees total
Libia Gonzalez, Tucson, Freeport McMoran, Reclamation and Closure dept. Working on an area that was recently
closed in Bisbee would like to add phenology to the project for the reclaimed park
Patric Harper, FWS Coastal Program/Gulf Restoration (at a NERR office) program in Louisiana/Mississippi. Works
with the Gulf Coast Phenology Program. Recently implemented PT, has a full time intern who is getting that
going. Just finished building a new trail along a clearing at the NERR site, and had several sites along the coast to
connect regional locations. They are trying to use this info with management of restoration (fire ecology
program)

Discussion Topic: Designing programs for schools or school groups coming to a site
-

-

-

LA Shared the google doc with ideas. This document is an outline of ideas and outcomes for using NN with
classrooms and field trips. I’d like for us to keep building on it with these ideas.
Linking a local science question to the public phenology piece is usually most successful programs. GCPT, Tucson
project, Arnold Arb, all are following this model now.
Could do that with the schoolyard habitat program – find a local person who might be interested in using the
native plant data – bring to the regional school team. Could find other organizations who might be interested in
the data – like a native plant society. Jennifer and Erin can figure out who to talk to in FWS – who might be
interested in regional data. Michelle Donlan reached out to Jen to ask her to do a program at NCTC and LA
mentioned that Laurie Heupel from NCTC also took the LPL Course this spring. We can work with Michelle to do
a Citizen Science training if she needs us to.
Suzanne, mostly works with adults and has very specific program, with specific plants, but arboretum also brings
in kids in a separate program – could utilize the kids to look at the most basic plants and animals. What is the
best way to integrate what is happening with the tree spotters program and school groups? LA thinks that some
of the resources the Ed sub group creates will be useful and Suzanne can share them with her school group team.
Maybe have the students do easy phases (esp if they are visiting in the fall and can capture colored leaves, they
would be documenting what is happening during the week, vs what the adult volunteers will see on the
weekends, so they will better be capturing that transition.
LA – we are working on better arranging the info on the website and organizing the group process. It would be
helpful to us if you could give us feedback on what you can’t find or what is missing, so we can put that in the
process. Jennifer - NPN has lots of stuff on the website, will take some time getting familiar. Step by step
approach/layout is helpful. Probably depends on how much the site visitors have even looked at before the ask a
question.
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-

-

-

Questions from you all? LA talked about the general statement for observation that she and Ellen are working
on, from the questions we receive about details on plants, etc. It will provide observers a different idea of what
to focus on (eg the transitions between phases rather than worrying that what the protocol says is not clear and
observable on the plant. It is ok to say I don't know!). We hope to have that statement ready in the next few
weeks. It will go into the Phenophase Primer and LA can email it out for you to share with volunteers.
Takes at least 3 years to get going - that makes Jennifer feel better. Hard for groups to get started because of
other priorities, but if you can make it relevant to other outcomes that you have for education or management,
it will be more successful. And if you can’t that’s ok! It takes a bit of time to get started, and to do it thoughtfully
Suzanne is also working with a Mt. Auburn Cemetery in Cambridge, and one or two more other sites, who might
be interested in doing some monitoring too, and they will be interested in using some of the same species to
create a regional project.

TAKE AWAYS:
-

Linking your phenology program to science/management and education/outreach projects at your site or in
your area is the best way to be successful
NN Programs usually take about 3 years to become successful
Start small with limited species, a limited number of individuals, and a limited number of phenophases for the
most success
Once you have a foundation, think of ways to add to your project so that you can have data continuously coming
in
Help volunteers focus on the most important points, like capturing transitions between phenophases rather
than struggling over the details that they believe are missing from the phenophase protocols.

Action items
-

LA will follow up with sub-group of educators to keep the conversation going, building those resources

Next time
-

Science and management questions - -who has developed a good one for monitoring, which may involved local
researchers and engage local volunteers?

Thanks everyone!
Meeting Adjourned –10:59 Pacific /AZ time.
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